Read any good books lately?
T. Jock Murray* While emphasizing the place of books and experience with patients in medical education, it was not only medical texts that Osler felt students should read and know. He had a recommended list of bedside books for medical students (Table 1) .
In some cases Osler, the most famous of McGill professors, was recommending a body of work rather than a book, and although he was not explicit in what we should take from these writings as future physicians, he clearly felt that these writings contained important teachings and knowledge that would make a student a better physician. Osler himself was a great bibliophile, and his writings are sprinkled with quotations and lessons from an amazingly wide range of classical, fictional and medical literature (1) (Table 2) .
Interesting as these books may be, they come from mostly senior and often retired physicians, and although I now am a member of this graying group, I suspect my generation may not be the best to suggest a bedside list for medical students. I wonder if the students themselves couldn't create a relevant list that would resound with their peers.
In my experience, medical students prefer books written by physicians (6) . Table 3 has a partial list of physician writers, and there are many other writers who write about medicine.
Students today have more extensive and diverse backgrounds, education and experiences than ever before. It would be enlightening to see a list compiled by medical students. Would there be graphic novels, science fiction or fantasy, pop culture novels? Should the books be inspirational, empowering, educational or just interesting? Would there be podcasts, blogs, magazines? (My own list submitted to the AOS included the Times Literary Supplement and Literary Review which I find highly informative on many subjects and ideas).
